Embryonic stem cells prevent developmental cardiac defects in mice.
The potential therapeutic use of embryonic stem cells (ESCs) has gathered the attention of the scientific and medical communities recently. We report that in addition to their unique capacity to populate defective cardiac tissues, ESCs secrete factors that correct gene expression profiles in the defective neighboring cells. Id (inhibitor of DNA binding) gene knockout (KO) mouse embryos die at midgestation because of multiple cardiac defects, but injection of ESCs into preimplantation Id KO embryos prevents these defects and corrects gene expression profiles throughout the heart. ESCs injected into expectant mothers only partially rescue cardiac defects in the Id KO embryos. Two secreted factors are implicated in the rescue process: insulin-like growth factor I accounts for the long-range action of the ESCs, and Wnt5a, a short-range factor, corrects gene expression profiles in the Id KO hearts. Future studies are discussed.